2007 NOTES

Animated GIFs

When you see a web graphic spinning, blinking, fading in and out, or otherwise putting on a little show, chances are it’s an animated GIF. These days,
they’re everywhere—most notably in the advertising banners that crown
nearly every page on the Web (however, Flash movies have become increasingly popular for web advertising). This chapter provides a basic introduction to how animated GIFs work and how to create them.

This article was originally published in
2003 as Chapter 17 of Learning Web
Design, 2nd edition.

In this chapter
How animated GIFs work
Creating an animated GIF
A cool shortcut (“tweening”)

Animated GIFs have a lot going for them: they’re easy to make, and because
they are just ordinary GIF files, they will work on virtually any browser
without the need for plug-ins. Adding simple animation to a web page is an
effective way to attract attention (advertisers are no dummies).
However, be forewarned that it’s easy to end up with too much of a good
thing. Many users complain that animation is distracting and even downright annoying, especially when trying to read content on the page. So if you
choose to use it, use it wisely (see the sidebar Responsible Animation on the
following page).

How They Work
Basic animation is one of the features built into the GIF89a graphic file format. It allows one graphic file to contain a number of animation “frames,”
which are separate images that, when viewed quickly together, give the illusion of motion or change over time (Figure 1, following page). All of those
images are stored within a single GIF file, along with settings that describe
how they should be played in the browser window.
Within the GIF, you can control whether and how many times the sequence
repeats, how long each frame stays visible (frame delay), the manner in
which one frame replaces another (disposal method), whether the image is
transparent, and whether it is interlaced. We’ll discuss each of these settings
later in this chapter.
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GIF Animation Tools

GIF Animation Tools
To make an animated GIF, all you
need is an animated GIF–making
tool. These tools fall roughly into two
categories.

Each frame is similar to a
page in a child’s flipbook.

Figure 1. This animated GIF contains all of the
images shown above. The images play back in
sequence, creating a motion effect. When this GIF
is viewed in a browser, the chick pops up, takes a
look around, and then goes back in its shell.

Responsible Animation
If you don’t want to annoy your
audience, follow these
recommendations for animation
moderation:
s !VOID MORE THAN ONE ANIMATION
on a page.
s 5SE THE ANIMATION TO
communicate something in a
CLEVER WAY NOT JUST GRATUITOUS
flashing lights).
s !VOID ANIMATION ON TEXT HEAVY
pages that require concentration
to read.
s #ONSIDER WHETHER THE EXTRA
bandwidth to make a graphic
hSPINv IS REALLY ADDING VALUE TO
your page.
s $ECIDE IF YOUR ANIMATION REALLY
needs to loop continuously.
s %XPERIMENT WITH TIMING
Sometimes a long pause between
loops can make an animation less
distracting.
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Animation utilities are built into web
graphics tools such as Adobe ImageReady and Adobe Macromedia
Fireworks. If you already have one of
these tools, you won’t need additional
software to make animations. The
nice thing about built-in tools is that
they allow you to create and save
your animations all in one place.
Another advantage is that they have
advanced features that can do automatic frame generation.

If you don’t have the big guns, you can still make animations using standalone GIF-animation utilities. These take a pre-existing group of GIF files
(one for each frame in the animation sequence) and turn them into a single
animated GIF. They provide a simple interface for entering the animation
settings (speed, looping, etc.). Some also provide excellent optimization
options and even transition effects. The good news is that animation utilities
are inexpensive (even free) and available for download (see the sidebar
Animated GIF Utilities, facing page).

Animation Settings
All GIF animation tools provide an interface for adding new frames to the
animation and for viewing the frames in sequence. They also allow you to
make standard animation settings that affect the behavior of the animation.
These are the real heart of GIF animation. Some settings will be familiar and
intuitive; some you will be encountering for the first time. The location of these
settings may vary from tool to tool, but they’ll be there.
Soon, we’ll go through the GIF animation process step by step, but first, let’s
take a look at each setting and pick up some important terminology that we’ll
need to use our tools later.

Frame delay
Also called “interframe delay,” this setting adjusts the amount of time
between frames. Frame delays are usually measured in 1/100ths of a second.
Theoretically, a setting of 100 would create a one-second delay, but in reality,

Animation Settings

this is a loose estimate and depends on the processor speed of the user’s
computer.
You can apply a uniform delay across all the frames or apply delay amounts
to individual frames. Use custom frame delays to create pauses and other
timing effects. You can set the frame delay to 0 (or “as fast as possible”), but
I find that a setting of 10 (that’s 10/100ths), or 0.1 second, usually results in
smoother continuous-motion animations.

Transparency

Animated GIF Utilities

Like their static cousins, animated GIFs can contain areas of transparency. You
can set transparency for each frame within an animation. Previous frames
will show through the transparent area of a later frame. If the background
frame is made transparent, the browser background color will show through.
You need to properly coordinate frame transparency with the disposal
method.

4HESE TOOLS ARE INEXPENSIVE AND
useful for creating animated GIFs.
3EARCHING #.%4S $OWNLOADCOM
will turn up other options.

Don’t be surprised if the transparent areas you specified in your original
GIFs are made opaque when you open the files in a GIF animation utility.
You may need to reset the transparency in the animation package.
Transparent areas can be generated from black or white pixels, “first color”
(the top-left pixel color), or a color chosen from the image with an eyedropper tool.

Looping
You can specify the number of times an animation repeats: “none,” “forever,”
or a specific number. Early browsers do not consistently support a specific
number of loops. Some will show the first frame, others the last. One workaround is to build the looping into the file by repeating the frame sequence
a number of times. Of course, this increases the file size.

Color palette
Animated GIFs use a palette of up to 256 colors that are used in the image.
Although each frame can have its own palette, it is recommended that you
use a global palette for the whole animation for smoother display (especially
on older browsers).

GIFmation
(Mac and Windows)
This commercial software from
"OX4OP 3OFTWARE COMES HIGHLY
RECOMMENDED BY WEB DEVELOPERS
FOR ITS VISUAL INTERFACE EFFICIENT
compression methods, and
sophisticated palette handling.
GIFmation costs $49.95 (as of
THIS WRITING  )T IS AVAILABLE AT
www.boxtopsoft.com.
GifBuilder 0.5
(Mac only)
'IF"UILDER DEVELOPED BY 9VES
Piguet, is the old Mac standby for
creating animated GIFs. It’s
FREEWARE THAT IS EASY AND INTUITIVE
TO USE )T IS AVAILABLE FOR
download at www.mac.org/
graphics/gifbuilder/.
Corel Animation Shop 3
(Windows only)
4HIS INEXPENSIVE ')& ANIMATION
tool also comes bundled with
#OREL 0AINT 3HOP 0RO 53 

Interlacing
Like ordinary GIFs, animated GIFs can be interlaced, which causes them to
display in a series of passes (starting blocky, finishing clear). It is recommended that you leave the interlacing option set to “no” or “off” because each
frame is on the screen for a short amount of time.

Animated GIFs
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Animation Settings
TIP

Starting Points
These settings are a good
starting point for creating
FULL FRAME ANIMATIONS
Color palette:
'LOBAL ADAPTIVE PALETTE

Disposal method
The disposal method gives instructions on what to do with the previous
frame once a new frame is displayed (Figure 2). The options are:
Unspecified (Nothing). Use this option to replace one full-size, nontransparent frame with another.

Interlacing:
Off

Do Not Dispose (Leave As Is). With this option, any pixels not covered by
the next frame continue to display. Use this method if you are using
transparency within frames.

Dithering:
On for photos, off for
drawings with few colors

Restore to Background. The background color or background tile shows
through the transparent pixels of the new frame (replacing the image
areas of the previous frame).

Image size:
Minimum size
Background color:
Black or white
Looping:
.ONE OR FOREVER

Restore to Previous. This option restores to the state of the previous, undisposed frame. This method is not well supported and is best avoided.
Unspecified
Replaces entire
non-transparent frame
with another

Transparency:
Off
Disposal method:
Do Not Dispose

frame 1

frame 2 - result

frame 2

Do Not Dispose

light gray is not transparent
Pixels not replaced by next
frame continue to display

frame 1

frame 2 - result

frame 2

Restore to Background
Background color or tile
shows through
transparent pixels

TIP

Most GIF animation utilities
offer “optimization,” which is a
file-size–reducing process that
takes advantage of the fact that
previous frames will “show
through” transparent areas of a
latter frame. In order for the
optimization process to work, the
disposal method must be set to
Do Not Dispose (or Leave As
Is).

frame 1

light gray is transparent

Restore to Previous (supported by Microsoft Internet Explorer 3.0 or greater)
restore previous

frame 1

frame 2

Figure 2. Animated GIF disposal methods.
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frame 2 - result

frame 2

background tile

frame 2 - result

frame 3

frame 3 - result

Creating an Animated GIF, Step by Step

Optimization
The better GIF animation tools allow you to optimize the GIF when exporting it. The optimization process saves only the pixels that change from frame
to frame and throws out redundant pixels. The result is a big savings in file
size with no change in the animation’s appearance.

Original
frame

Optimized
frame

The choices are Bounding Box, in which the new animated area in the frame
is saved in a rectangle, or Delete Redundant Pixels, in which only the unique
pixels in each frame are saved and the rest is transparent (Figure 3).

Creating an Animated GIF, Step by Step
At last, it’s time to roll up our sleeves and get started making an animated
GIF. I will be using Adobe ImageReady (bundled with Photoshop) in this
demonstration. Afterwards, we’ll take a brief look at other tools.
2007 NOTES

Adobe no longer offers ImageReady with Photoshop (as of CS3). The Animation
palette shown in this article is now included in Photoshop CS3 (Window >
Animation).

Figure 3. Optimized frames contain just the
pixels that change from frame to frame. The result
is a smaller file size than if you stored complete
image information in every frame.

Step 1: Create the artwork
The first thing you need to do is create the artwork for the animation. I find
it is useful to take advantage of layers to store the various states of the animation. I’m starting with the Photoshop file, smile.psd, which has a background
color and the letters s-m-i-l-e stored on separate layers (Figure 4). The goal is
to create a simple animation in which each letter appears one at a time and
the word “smile” flashes at the end.

WORK ALONG

The layered Photoshop file used
in this demo (smile.psd) is available in the chap17 materials
folder. The step-by-step nature of
this section will make it easy to
work along.

Figure 4. Each element in the animation is on its own layer.

Animated GIFs
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Step 2: Set the first frame
You add and view animation frames in ImageReady (and Photoshop CS3)
using the Animation palette (select Window © Show Animation if it isn’t
visible). The palette shows a thumbnail view of the graphic that corresponds
to the first frame of the animation. While this frame is selected (selected
frames are highlighted with a shaded box around the thumbnail), organize
the layers of your image (turning on and off layers as needed) until the image
looks the way you want at the start of the animation. Turn layers on and off
by clicking the Eye icon next to them.
I want the animation to start with just the blank background color, so I’ve
turned off all the layers except the background fill layer. I can see the state of
the animation in the thumbnail view (Figure 5).

Step 3: Add more frames
Figure 5. With the first frame selected, I turn on
the layers I want to be visible at the beginning of
the animation.

Now I’m ready to add another frame. Add a new frame by selecting New
Frame from the Animation options (the triangle in the upper-right corner)
or by clicking the New Frame button on the bottom bar; it looks like a page
with a turned corner.
While the new frame is selected, it’s time to arrange the layers so they look
the way I want in the second frame of the animation. In my second frame, I
want to reveal the letter “s,” so I turn that layer on with the frame selected
(Figure 6).

Pay attention to which
frame is selected, then
make the image look the
way you want it to look
for that frame.

Continue adding frames and adjusting layers until you have completed the
animation. Remember to pay attention to which frame is selected, then make
the image look the way you want it to look for that frame. Use the Trash icon
to delete frames if you make a mistake.

the New Frame icon

Figure 6. With the second frame selected, I turn on the layers I want to be visible for that frame. I can see the state
of the animation (and edit the image if needed) in the Original image window.
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Step 4: Check your progress
My final animation has eight frames: one for each letter, a blank frame, then
a frame showing the whole word again.
The Animation palette has controls like those of a VCR at the bottom for
viewing the animation in progress (Figure 7). When I click the Play button,
the animation plays really fast and keeps repeating. I can also move through
the animation one frame at a time using the “previous frame” and “next
frame” buttons.

Timing Tips
Here are a few tips for setting the
frame delays in your animation.
Always test your animation on
friends and coworkers to make sure
IT IS USER FRIENDLY
s )N GENERAL MAKE THE ANIMATION A
little slower than your initial
instinct. It takes people a moment
to digest new images, especially if
they are in motion.
s $ONT SET FRAME DELAYS LESS THAN
 SECOND EVEN IF YOU WANT THE
animation to play as fast as
POSSIBLE (AVING A SMALL DELAY WILL
help the browser play the
animation more smoothly.

jumps to first frame

play/stop
previous frame

next frame

Figure 7. The preview controls of the Animation palette.

Step 5: Adjust the animation settings
I like the frame sequence, but now I need to adjust the behavior of the animation with the various animation settings (Figure 8, following page).

s )F YOUR ANIMATION CONTAINS TEXT
make sure that you allow enough
time for people to read the
message. A rule of thumb is that
THE TEXT SHOULD BE ON THE SCREEN
long enough to be read aloud.
s 0UT A SLIGHT DELAY ON THE FIRST
FRAME OF THE ANIMATION TO GIVE
users a chance to notice it and
pay attention, particularly if there
IS A SEQUENTIAL TEXT MESSAGE

Looping. I usually begin by deciding whether I’d like my animation to
repeat. In this case, I’d like it to play through once and stop, so I choose
Once from the looping pop-up menu in the bottom corner of the Animation palette -.

Table 1. Animation frame delays

Frame delay. Next comes the fun part: setting the timing of each frame. Do
this using the pop-up delay menu that appears under each frame 7.

Frame 2

.2

Delays for the sample animation
Frame 1

1.0 second

Frame 3

.2

It is usually necessary to play the animation a few times and continue
tweaking the settings until you get the timing you want. For this animation, I ended up with the settings listed in Table 1.

Frame 4

.2

Frame 5

.2

Frame 6

.5

Disposal method. By default, the disposal method is set to Automatic in
ImageReady, which allows the tool to choose the best method for each
frame. If I had wanted to set the disposal for a frame, I’d context-click
(right-click on Windows, Ctrl-click on Mac) 6.

Frame 7

.5

Frame 8

.1

Animated GIFs

(Note: the final frame delay is not used
because the animation is set to play
only once.)
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Set looping in the
bottom-left corner

7
Set the delay for each frame by
clicking and holding the time
below the thumbnail.

6
Access the disposal method by rightclicking (Windows) or Ctrl-clicking (Mac)
on the thumbnail.

Figure 8. Adjusting the animation settings.

Color palette. In ImageReady, the color palette selection is made using the
Optimization panel for the GIF (Figure 9). As with any GIF, your file will
be smaller as a result of limiting the number of colors in the image. This
simple image will be fine with only eight colors.

I M P O R TA N T

For the Redundant Pixel Removal
optimization
to
work,
Transparency must be selected in
the Optimize palette and the
disposal method must be set to
Automatic (the default).

Optimization. Finally, for extra file size savings, I’m going to optimize the
animation using the pop-up options menu (Figure 10). I’m leaving both
Bounding Box and Redundant Pixel Removal options checked, so the
file will be as small as possible. Bounding Box optimization crops each
frame to the area that has changed from the preceding frame. Redundant
Pixel Removal saves only the pixels that change in each frame, making
the rest transparent.

Figure 9. Choose the color palette in the Optimize
panel.
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Figure 10. Select Optimize Animation from the
Options pop-up menu (the triangle button). Leave both
options checked for the smallest possible file.

Creating an Animated GIF, Step by Step

Step 6: Export the GIF
Once I’ve made all the settings and the animation is playing the way I want,
I can export the GIF by choosing File © Save Optimized, as I would for any
graphic in ImageReady. (In Photshop CS3, select Save for Web & Devices.)
You can see the resulting GIF by opening smile1.gif (included in the chap17
materials folder) in a browser.

Using animated GIF utilities
If you do not have ImageReady, you can use one of the many inexpensive or
freely available standalone animation utilities. Most of these tools (such as
GIFmation shown in Figure 11) have some sort of Frames palette where you
arrange the frames and enter their settings and a preview window where you
can play the animation.
The major difference is that you need to create all your frames as individual
GIF images first. You then load the GIF files into the tool by importing or
dragging and dropping them into the Frames palette. When you have made
all of the frame settings, save or export the file.

Creating Animated GIFs
in Fireworks
9OU CAN ALSO USE !DOBE &IREWORKS TO
create animated GIFs. Like
ImageReady, there is a Frames
palette where you can control the
order and settings of all the frames
IN THE ANIMATION (OWEVER &IREWORKS
USES A SYMBOL BASED RATHER THAN
LAYER BASED MODEL FOR CREATING
animation. Animation symbols are
LIKE CHARACTERS IN A MOVIE THAT YOU
CAN MOVE AROUND
If you are a Fireworks user, consult
the documentation to learn how to
create animations.

I’ve loaded four GIF files into GIFmation
(an animation utility). The Frames window shows the
sequence and the settings for the frames.

I can see how my
animation works by
“playing” it in the
Preview window.

Frames window
Preview window
Figure 11. GIFmation, one of the standalone animation utilities.

Animated GIFs
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A Cool Shortcut (Tweening)
DESIGN TIP

Standard Ad Sizes
Since animation is so often used for animated ad banners, this seems like a
good time to talk about standard ad dimensions.
)N THE 7EBS EARLY DAYS EVERY ONLINE PUBLICATION HAD ITS OWN PAGE LAYOUT AND
SIZE FOR ADVERTISING ELEMENTS 5NFORTUNATELY THIS MEANT THAT ADVERTISERS
NEEDED TO CREATE DOZENS OF DIFFERENTLY SIZED VERSIONS OF THE SAME AD TO PUT IN
each paid space. It didn’t take long for them to say “enough is enough” and
DEMAND THAT ONLINE ADVERTISING DIMENSIONS BE STANDARDIZED
The following are the most popular standard ad sizes as of this writing. For an
UPDATED LIST SEE THE )NTERACTIVE !DVERTISING "UREAU SITE www.iab.net/
standards/adunits.asp).
Rectangles and Pop-Ups
-EDIUM 2ECTANGLE
3QUARE 0OP 5P

6ERTICAL 2ECTANGLE 
,ARGE 2ECTANGLE 
2ECTANGLE

Skyscrapers
7IDE 3KYSCRAPER
3KYSCRAPER

X
X
X
X
X







 X 
 X 

Banners and Buttons
&ULL "ANNER
(ALF "ANNER
-ICRO "AR
"UTTON 
"UTTON 
6ERTICAL "ANNER
3QUARE "UTTON

 X 
 X 
 X 
 X 
 X 
 X 
 X 

You create the beginning and end frames

…and the tool creates all the frames in between! This process is known as “tweening.”
Figure 12. Tweening in action.

Make changes to the image
in the Original view
window. This shot shows
where I have moved the
word for the second frame.
In the first frame, the word
is positioned on the left
edge of the banner.
For the second frame, I have
moved it to the far right
edge of the banner.
Figure 13. Setting up first and last frames.
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A Cool Shortcut
(Tweening)
ImageReady, Photoshop CS3, and
Fireworks have a great time-saving
function called tweening, which generates frames automatically. If you
want an image to move from one side
of the graphic to another, or you want
a graphic to fade in from light to dark,
you just need to provide the beginning
frame and the end frame, and the tool
generates all the frames in between,
thus “tweening” (Figure 12).
Let’s go through the tweening process in ImageReady, starting with the
same layered Photoshop file, smile.
psd. This time, I’m going to use the
Tween function to make the whole
word “smile” move across the banner
from left to right.

Step 1: Set up the first and
last frames
Start by opening the file in
ImageReady and view the Animation
palette. If there are already frames
there from the previous exercise,
delete
them
(select
Delete Animation from the Options
pop-up menu).
With the first frame selected, I turned
on all the layers and positioned the
word in the far left corner (you can
see its position in the first frame
thumbnail in Figure 13). Then I add a
new frame and, while it is selected, I
alter the Original image to look the
way I want in the final frame. For the
last frame, have moved the whole
word to the far right of the banner.

A Cool Shortcut (Tweening)

Step 2: Set the tweening
Now I can use the Tween function to
generate the frames between the start
and end frames.
Select Tween from the Options menu
on the Animation palette (Figure 14).
In the dialog box, I check Position
because that is the aspect of the
object that changes in the animation. The other settings allow you
you change the opacity between two
frames (for intance, to fade an object
in or out) or change effects, such as
blurring. I also set the number of
frames I want the transition to take.
Remember, the more frames, the
larger the file, so it’s best to start with
a small number and go up if you
need to. When I click OK, the frames
are automatically inserted, as shown
below.

ImageReady added these animation frames automatically.
Figure 14. Specifying the “tween”.

Step 3: Save and export
At this point, I make the standard
animated GIF settings such as frame
delay and looping. When I am done,
I select Save Optimized from the File
menu. I also save the layered
Photoshop file in case I want to edit
it later. When the graphic is viewed
in a browser, the word “smile” moves
smoothly from left to right (Figure
15). A copy of this graphic (smiletween.gif) is available in the chap17
materials folder, so you can view it in
a browser for yourself.

Figure 15. The final animated GIF.
TRY IT

Exercise 1: Fading in Text
Try tweening for yourself using the same smile.psd FILE 5SE TWEENING TO
CHANGE THE OPACITY OF THE OBJECT AND MAKE THE WORD hSMILEv FADE IN GRADUALLY
STEP 1: 3TART BY OPENING THE FILE AND CLEARING OUT ANY EXISTING ANIMATION
frames.
STEP 2: Position the word “smile” in the middle of the banner. With the first
ANIMATION FRAME SELECTED TURN OFF ALL THE LAYERS EXCEPT THE BACKGROUND FILL
STEP 3: In the final frame of the animation, we want the word “smile” to be
FULLY VISIBLE !DD A NEW FRAME AND TURN ON ALL THE LAYERS SO THAT THE WORD
hSMILEv IS VISIBLE IN THE /RIGINAL WINDOW 9OU SHOULD SEE A THUMBNAIL OF IT
in the Animation palette as well.
STEP 4: .OW YOU CAN USE THE 4WEEN FUNCTION LOCATED IN THE /PTIONS POP UP
menu) to create a number of frames in between your start and end frames.
"E SURE TO CLICK /PACITY !DD SIX NEW FRAMES FOR THE TRANSITION 9OU SHOULD
see the frames added to the palette as soon as you click OK. Play the
ANIMATION AND SEE IF YOU NEED TO ADJUST THE FRAME DELAYS
STEP 5: .OW YOU CAN USE 3AVE /PTIMIZED TO SAVE THE ANIMATED ')&
EXTRA CHALLENGE: #AN YOU MAKE A VERSION OF THIS GRAPHIC IN WHICH THE
WORD hSMILEv FADES IN AS IT IS MOVING FROM LEFT TO RIGHT ACROSS THE BANNER

Animated GIFs
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Things to Remember About Animated GIFs
Animated GIFs are quite popular on the Web today, particularly in banner
advertising. With the proper tool, they are simple to create and are added to
the web page just like any other graphic. Here are the major points about
animated GIFs we covered in this chapter:
  FZWST[^[fkfaUa`fS[`_S`kXdS_WeaXS`[_Sf[a`[e
a standard characteristic of the GIF file format.
WHERE TO LEARN MORE

GIF Animation
9OU MIGHT WANT TO CHECK OUT THE LIST OF ')& ANIMATION
RESOURCE LINKS GATHERED BY 7EB2EFERENCECOM AVAILABLE
at www.webreference.com/authoring/graphics/
animation.html 4HEY HAVE AN AMAZING ARTICLE ABOUT
animated GIF optimization, which you can find at www.
webreference.com/dev/gifanim/.
3OME OF THE ARTICLES HAVE A FEW YEARS ON THEM BUT ')&
animation hasn’t changed much since the late 90s, so
they are still good resources.

  ;fÆe WjfdW_W^k WSek fa ahWdVa S`[_Sf[a` a` S iWT
page. Consider carefully whether animation is adding or detracting from the success of your web
page.
  ;` adVWd fa UdWSfW S` S`[_SfWV 9;8 kag `WWV S`
animation utility. There are inexpensive (and even
free) programs that do nothing but create GIF
animations. In addition, animation tools are built
into popular web graphics tools such as ImageReady
Photoshop CS3, and Fireworks.
  IZW`kagUdWSfWS`S`[_SfWV9;8kag`WWVfaeWf
the frame delay, disposal method, transparency,
looping, color palette, and interlacing.
  3VhS`UWV S`[_Sf[a` faa^e _Sk UdWSfW XdS_We Xad
you automatically in a process called “tweening.”

TRY IT

Exercise 2: Practice
,OOKING FOR SOME EXTRA PRACTICE AT ANIMATED ')&S (ERES
THE HOMEWORK ASSIGNMENT ) TYPICALLY GIVE IN MY WEB
design classes.

The Challenge
#HOOSE A PRODUCT YOUR FAVORITE NEW #$ CEREAL
DEODORANT SOFTWARE PACKAGE WHATEVER AND CREATE AN
animated banner ad for it. The animation should feature
THE PRODUCT WITH AN IMAGE IF POSSIBLE AND TEXT A
SLOGAN OR OTHER AD COPY IN A MEANINGFUL AND ATTENTION
getting way.

Specifications
4HE BANNER AD SHOULD MEASURE  X  PIXELS )T MUST
HAVE AT LEAST  FRAMES AND SHOULD BE OPTIMIZED FOR WEB
DELIVERY
If you want a realistic challenge, see if you can keep the
file size of your banner under 6 or 7 KB, which is
THE + LIMIT FOR MOST ADS ON THE 7EB

Test Yourself
Here are a few quick questions to test your knowledge
of animated GIFs. The answers appear in the
Appendix.
1. What makes an animated GIF different from a
static one?
2. Name three ways to reduce the file size of an animated GIF.
3. Which disposal method should you use if your
image contains transparency?
4. What does “Redundant Pixel Removal” optimization do?
5. Where does the word “tween” come from?
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